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Sight-in Day is Saturday, November 10th, 9:00 a.m. to 2:00p.m. Bring out “Ole Bessy”
and make sure she still is on the money, then stick around and shoot the “ole crapola”, help
or whatever. Anyone interesting is giving a hand be there at 9:00 ready to go.

Action Pistol is every Wednesday night at 6:30 p.m. There will be 22Cal. Mini Pins, ReActive Pins, Knockdown Race Re-Actives and IDPA Scenarios to choose from. The
shooter’s can decide on what they want to shoot.

Membership Dinner was very well attended and everyone seemed to have a good time.
Of course Bob’s served a wonderful dinner as usual, the hall was great the B.S. was
circulating very nicely and believe it or not “cousin” Steve didn’t win a gun. However,
Wayne Linderman did win a “very” nice camo scattergun, congrats and thanx Wayne.
For those of you who didn’t know, Wayne provided the club with the steel targets for
action pistol, hard to believe he’s Bob’s son. Dan and company deserve a big “Well Done”
for providing us with this event. “WELL DONE ”!

Elections are just around the corner, so why don’t we think about giving our fine officers
and trustee’s a break and some of us spectators carry the load for a while. Some new blood
with fresh ideas, sounds good doesn’t it. Give it some thought and step up, you’ll be
surprised how good it will feel.

Rifle Range Steel targets need frames to be hung from. If anybody knows where we can
get our hands on some pipe for this task let us know, it would be great to have them up by
the Sight-in Day.

Winter Events are needed to be announced, so get them in to me and I’ll get them in the
Newsletter and Dan can place them on the website so we can all be reminded of the on
going club events.
Kalamazoo R& GC will be having a Swap Meet and Gun Show/Flea Market on Saturday,
January 12th from 9:00a.m. to 2:00p.m. If anyone is interested in a table contact Steve
Perkowski 269.381.7841 / kows2330@chartermi.net. This years promises to be another
great sale .

A Free Membership is going to be drawn from the sign ups at the monthly meetings so
attend and sign up to win.

Next Membership Meeting: Monday November 12th 7:00 P.M.
"Arms discourage and keep the invader and plunderer in awe, and preserve
order in the world as well as property ... Horrid mischief would ensue were the
law-abiding deprived of the use of them." -- Thomas Paine, 1775.
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